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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of Problem
Scooe of oaoer .— It is the purpose of this paper
to present a series of special activity guides (commonly
referred to as instruction sheets) to be used during
the first two years of a secondary school's industrial-arts
program. The sheets will provide an outline of instruction
in the basic areas of general metals and general woods with
supplementary guides for home mechanics, drawing, and the
crafts.
Basic, readily-filed sheets .— Schweickhard stated in
1929 1/ that, rather than the complete job sheet for every
operation and thought on every Job (which obviously results
in duplication and limited scope)
,
the instructor should
analyze the course and select the principles and processes
involved, and from this he should purchase or otherwise pro-
vide a well- catalogued collection of instruction sheets for
purposes of reference. We are beginning to realize that
this is the right way of setting up these instructional aids.
1/ Dean M. Schweickhard, Industrial Arts in Education
.
Manual Arts Press, Peoria, Illinois, 1929, p. 247.
- 1-

Here is a set ready for use and designed in just such a
manner.
Problem solving methods .— To prepare for the solution
to the problem, it has been found necessary to: 1. Refer
to leaders in the field as they have written in texts
and periodicals (although some sources are dated back
several years, the statements are such that they are still
valuable)
; 2. Make an informal survey among the leading
industrial-arts teachers in this area (from lists supplied
by a state director of industrial-arts, a state teachers'
college director of industrial-arts, and the president of
the New England Industrial-Arts T eachers Association)
;
3. Take conclusions drawn from empirical try-out (based
on undergraduate studies at Fitchburg Teachers' College,
courses v/ith the Massachusetts Department of Vocational
Education, graduate study at Boston University, industrial
experiences, and several years of unit shop, general shop,
and classroom teaching).
The Need
The first item in justifying the use of these special
activity guides in the field of industrial-arts education
is to recognize a need.
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3Convention comments .— We find at conventions where
the leaders of the Industrial-arts gather to discuss
their problems, repeated comments about shop programs
similar to those remarks as mentioned in a state voca-
tional-industrial arts convention bulletin not too long
ago.!/ Each convention one attends finds much time spent
on similar comments and the many allied reasons and excuses
for sub-par s hop programs. One of the most common arguments
stated is lack of time to construct these teaching aids.
Saving teachers 1 time .— Isn't it rather paradoxi-
cal that the lack of instructional aids and lack of well-
organized courses is laid to time, the saving of which is
one of the major reasons for their use according to both
Seiperti/ and Schweickhar&3/? There is hardly a text
written on the organization and teaching of industrial-
arts that doesn't make statements to the effect that well-
organized courses with instruction sheets save great
amounts of time which can be put to more important uses
than the time-consuming routine type of instruction as is
1/ Illinois Vocational Association, 1945 Convention
Book
. Convention Publishing Committee.
2
/
Albert Seipert, Industrial Arts in Modern Education
.
Manual Arts Conference Publishing Committee. 1934, p.99.
3/ Op. cit. p. 247.
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4indicated in references 1/ and 2/ by both Schweickhard and
Erickson. With the use of special activity guides, the
instructor can give the instruction where it is most needed
instead of wasting the time of the whole class on problems
where only a few need added help or by ignoring the few
entirely because of the shortage of available time. 3/
Saving pupils' time,— Pupils' time is also saved
by the use of instruction sheets. The larger the class,
the more individualized the instruction, and the greater
the variety of the activities, the more likelihood that
the individual's time can be saved, for more important
work than awaiting the teacher's attention, through the
use of well-constructed teaching aids.!/
Increasing scone of activity .— This leads us to
another point that the authorities 5/ 6/ stress, which
is, the greater variety of work that can be done through
1/ Loc. cit
.
2/ Emanual Erickson, Teaching Problems in Industrial Arts .
Manual Arts Press. Peoria, Illinois, 1930, p. 120.
3/ Estabrook and Karch, 250 Teaching Techniques . Bruce
Publishing Company. Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 1943, p. 120
4/ Erickson, op. cit. p. 67
5/ Loc. cit.
6/ Siepert, op. cit. p. 99.
*-
.
5the personal instruction which the use of activity guides
allow. From such statements as,-/ "The dominant type of
class procedure in a general shop is .... individual
instruction" and, from the rapid rise of the general
shop as an important area in the secondary school cur-
riculum, 2/ 3/ 4/ we quickly see why another leader in
the field 5/ has stated that the general shop idea has
resulted in an important new addition to "educational
methodology", namely, the preparation and application of
instruction sheets. This has been due to the wide range
of instructional materials and the plan of pupil parti-
cipation which has necessitated "the development of in-
structional materials covering the actual tool Uses and
processes. "6/
Pupil problem solving .— The policy of allowing pupils
to progress at varying rates of speed has a direct relation-
ship to a statement made in the national committee report
1/ Louis
-
V. Newkirk, Organizing and Teaching the General
Shop
.
Manual Arts Press, Peoria, Illinois, 194?.
2/ Maris M. Proffitt, Industrial Arts. I ts Interpretation
in American Schools . U.S. Department of Interior, 1937.
3/ Chris G-roneman, Industrial Arts and Vocational Education .
"[January 1S47) 36:16
4/ Newkirk, op. cit. p. 39.
5/ Siepert, op. cit. p. 99.
6/ Ibid p. 96.
II
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6headed up by Proffittl/ as to the worth of instruction
sheets, namely, “ their value is measurable by the
extent to which they stimulate pupils to do their own
thinking and planning." Later on in the same report 2/
an additional pertinent statement is made to help sub-
stantiate an utterance of the worth of special study and
activity guides by adding, "The use of instruction sheets
and working plans puts upon a pupil the challenge to solve
his problems in a way that no other subject in the cur-
riculum can possibly do." Activity guides develop the
student's individual initiative by giving him the means
to solve successfully his own problem.^/ They do not
throw such a mass of material at the beginner that he gets
discouraged by the magnitude of it. They provide for him
reliable sources of condensed information as do an engineer's
tables save men in that capacity tedious hours of non-
productive activity. They save the pupil hours of note-
taking from instructor's "lessons" ±/ which further tend
to "tie pupils to their teacher's apron strings."
1/ Op. cit. p. 56.
2/ Ibid p. 73.
3/ Estabrook and Karch, op. cit. p. 120.
4/ Erickson, op. cit. p. 67.

7Better organization .— Good Instruction sheets are
liable to be better organized than are oral 1/ or entirely
referenced instruction. 2/ With the staggering amount of
knowledge, materials, and supplies which the shop teacher
has to keep in mind, it is common knowledge that seldom
does one give a lesson and cover every point that he, in
thinking back, intended to give. This is especially true
in the many “on the spot" lessons that repeatedly come
up in the general type of shop.
An additional point brought out by an informal survey
indicates that classes in the better school shops in this
area average fewer pupils per class than for which they are
equipped. As reference to the study headed by Proffitt 3/
intimates, the use of instruction sheets would assist in
allowing for the maximum use of any existing facilities.
In closxng .— Out of experience, let's take a few
more needs for instruction sheets and just mention them
before attempting to justify the particular form of guides
illustrated in the next chapter.
First, we find that instruction sheets used in the
school shop are a definite aid to the development of reading
skill. As compared to academic classes, when a shop pupil
does not follow printed instructions, it isn't merely another
1/ Erickson, op. cit. p. 68.
2/ Estabrook and Karch, op. cit. p. 119.
3/ Op. cit. p. 54.

cross on a piece of paper, it is a tangible error, the
results of which are immediately apparent.
8
A beginner gets his ability to analyze and organize
through the use of well-planned examples. As is often
brought to class attention by Dr. Billett at Boston
University, instruction should proceed from the known
to the unknown. Having had practice in using good instruction
sheets, the pupil will be able to start his real planning
of work in an Intelligent and purposeful way instead of
doing the "token 11 planning, if any, that is now often found
in schools.
Without the use of instruction sheets, the instructor
must resort either to trial and error "teaching" or to the
traditional, stylized formal class lesson which does more
for the academic dignity of the teacher than it does for
increasing personal contacts with the pupils. Experience
alone is enough to make anyone realize that the period of
time spent in attempting to make the artificial formal
lesson more nearly like the natural situation' that is found
in individual instruction could be profitably used to give
a great deal of personal instruction at the time and place
the pupil feels the need.
With twenty pupils each doing many different processes
a period, it would be impossible for the instructor to carry
4,
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9all the lesson plans around with him which he might need
in one day. Hence, without instruction sheets, he would
either have to trust to memory or go back and forth across
one or more shops continually to his lesson plan file for
his demonstrational outlines. On the other hand, with
the pupil's activity guide already "at the place at the
time" to serve as an outline for the lesson, the instructor
is immediately organized and prepared to give a logically
planned demonstration at the psychological moment.
An additional advantage to the use of instruction
sheets is that the use of these special activity guides
facilitates the participation of students in the evaluation
of progress by giving the pupil an idea of just where
checking levels are in Jobs performed. Experience and the
statements of experts, such as 1/ reiterate again and again
the advantages of the experience of self-analysis which the
pupil gains in taking part in the grading of his own activities.
And finally, any experienced teacher knows that those
pupils who kno?/ the least ask the fewest questions because
they just don't have anything upon which to base a question.
With the instruction sheets, on the other hand, the boys
and girls have a definite point or a definite series of
points to raise questions about. In fact, all good sheets
have contained in them thought-provoking items.
1/ Erickson, op. cit. p. 236.
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Justification
The problem .— Let us now open our discussion of
the justification of the type of instruction sheets
illustrated in chapter II with a quotation from a national
study 1/ which states:
The problem of selecting, eliminating, and
finally organizing the content material for in-
dustrial-arts should, therefore, be frankly
recognized as a difficult one and careful attention
be given to it by persons trained in sound educa-
tional principles.
because £/
.... the challenge of large classes, the
organization and selection of subject matter from
so vast an area of material, the administrative
ability required to maintain in working condition
such an array of supplies and equipment as no other
teacher even approaches, requires strong virile
teachers whose methods and techniques are an in-
spiration to the teachers in all other classes.
These quotations connect the need to the justification
by showing why the stated needs have not previously been ful-
filled. The shop teachers usually have too much to do to be
able to develop a complete set of sheets, and the men in
higher positions who have the time and facilities for such
a problem seem to have used an approach digressing from the
orginal outline stated by Schweickhard as mentioned on page one.
Justification of the areas .— An informal study by the
writer of the better general shop setups in the Massachusetts-
Connecticut area indicates several items of importance in
I/“ Proffitt, op. cit. p. 71.
2/ Ibid, p. 73.
.:
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connection with these special activity guides.
The common areas were shown to be general woods,
general metals, mechanical drawing, and printing.
Printing can generally be handled by adapting Hague's
"Printing Job Sheets" to fit the needs of the local program.
All of the units reported in the first two years of school
shop course outlines have been covered in the sheets of Chapter
II or are so similar that a few words on the job outline will
readily adapt the basic sheet to the new media of expression
(as, plastics processes are nearly all very similar to their
art metal equivelants)
.
Of all the units in the complete
secondary school outlines listed, three units only were not
either covered by the sheets or based on units covered by
them, (such as: machine shop in the higher grades
developing out of general metals). The three units that
were exceptions are: photography, paper making, and book-
binding. Whether the shop activities were few or many,
general woods and general metals were the only two units
common to every reporting shop.
Class size .— The better school shops average about
two pupils less than they are equipped for and usually have
about seven pupils fewer than the commonly recommended 24.
There also seemed to be a correlation between class size
and the range of activities. The schools with the very
largest classes seemed to have the least variety in the
number of offerings and the smaller classes have the widest
choices
>*
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The usual guides compared .— Let us use references
beginning on each of the indexed pages 1/ £/ and 3/ as
representative of the usual types of activity guides for
the school shop. It will be noted that most of the
instruction sheets in the second chapter of this paper
are much simpler in construction and more profusely illus-
trated than are the usual activity guides of comparable
type. This is probably so because they were devised with
the general shop in mind. The sheets were largely refined
through actual use in very exacting shop situations rather
than being based on textbook theories which were in turn
developed out of situations revolving about unit shops
and academic classes where the formal classroom procedures
and disciplines are in force or, in college training shops
where the conditions are too well controlled.
Pictures reduce wordage .— As to illustrations,
note that only the sample sheet shown on!/ is at all
largely illustrated as per each step, and even that does
not match the step-by-step sketches that are frequent on
1/ Newkirk, op. cit. p. 140.
2/ Erickson, op. cit. p. 72.
3/ John H. Thorp, A Handbook in Industrial Arts for
Connecticut Secondary Schools
.
Connecticut State Depart-
ment of Education, 1945.
4/ Loc. cit.
-.
,
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some of the sheets following. It is strongly felt that
the lack of pictorial "crutches" has been one of the main
factors which have made the traditional sheet so difficult
at times for pupils. This lack has been one of the major
reasons for the verboseness of the standard guides and for
the superfluity of references found on most. The old sayi-j^
"One picture is worth a hundred words", is still a very
timely one.
Vocabulary .— "It is a disregard of modern vocabulary
research to attempt to use the same .... sheet from the
fifth grade through college."!/ It has been the writer's
experience while teaching with sheets in both the grades
and on the college level that, for the type of special
activity guide which deals with giving directions for doing
something, the vocabulary used for the college student is
similar to that used for the upper grade school child. It
must be much simpler than studies would reveal as necessary
for holding interest in general or technical reading. As
an example, changing the statement, "Hold the end of the
hammer handle tightly in your fist." to something like
"Embrace the posterior extreme of the wooden element of
the striking implement commonly referred to in technical
parlance as a hammer, stringently within the enclosure
of the phalangel and metacarpul digits by a steady, pro-
longed, constrictive action supplied by the biceptual
1/ Newkirk,' op. cit. p. 140.
..
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muscles of the forearm In accompaniment v/lth complimentary
activity in the anterior and posterior muscles overlaying
the thoracic cavity. 1’ would add little information in
relation to an intelligent use of the hammer.
Simplicity of construction .— Note, too, that the
accompanying sheets are very simple in makeup whether
they are of the listed step or the outline type (complexity
of process being the factor usually determining which is
used.) Their job is to give the directions for doing the
operation or process in a thought-provoking manner and
that is all they do. Contrast this with the added frills
on sheets referred to as the common types. This lack of
"streamlining" has undoubtedly been a major cause for the
lost faith in instruction sheets that has reached the
extreme in the midwest where they have been entirely dis-
carded in favor of individual text books for each unit.
Needless to say, the New England schools cannot and need
not go to such expense.
On one illustrative activity guide, we find the heading
"Instructional Aims." This is totally unnecessary and out
of place because the pupil would not have obtained the
sheet unless he or she had a need for it (an aim, a goal).
This would also seem to be a statement for the teacher's
outline and not a necessary part of the instruction needed
for making the article. It appears more true when one consi-
ders the latter part of the statement first listed, i.e.,
.*
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. . . .
and affords a real pleasure in making a toy which
a child will enjoy." That hardly seems like good "bait"
for purposes of motivation, yet for what other reason could
it be put there?
The next items on this particular sheet should be read
to be properly understood. Although they were written by
the man probably considered the foremost leader in the field
of industrial-arts in this country, they are typical of the
extraneous items added to sheets of instruction.
Listed questions .— After the "procedure" on all of
the commonly used sheets follows a group of questions.
Questions placed at the end of a manipulative assignment
have been found by practising shop teachers to be a
serious waste of effort. Granted, questions should be
raised in the minds of the pupils but during the process.
(Does' t the construction itself continually bring up
problems — questions? This isn't a workbook type of thing
v/here the lazy skip part of the assignment and merely get
marked wrong. If part of a project is omitted, none of it
gets done.) If they must be in the form of duplicated
questions, as occasionally they may well be, the place for
the questions is where the .work naturally causes them to
arise. The only thing important enough in a pupil's eye
..
.
.
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to cause him to look at questions at the end of a sheet
is the fear of a test (the stimulation of question-
answering by fear being a cheap, artificial teaching
device to substitute for true development of a questioning
mind.) In a good learning situation the pupils are
anxious, when they finish one activity, to get on to the
next. This enthusiasm shouldn’t be stifled by “question-
answering” which they get an over-abundance of in their
academic classes. Their anxiety to get on to their next
manipulative activity is a good point to consider. We
find that there is too much costly equipment in a shop
for teaching so much of value to have time wasted on
things that can just as well be handled in a less expensive,
related classroom.
Listed references, also .— The final item on all
common sheets is a list of references tacked on at the
end. If the listed references are necessary for the
completion of the article or to insure proper under-
standings, why isn't the information either incorporated
into the sheet or specifically referred to? Little is
gained by having pupils hunt through six or a dozen books
for what the boys or girls are expected to obtain from them.
They get too discouraged hunting to get the full meaning
when they have found the "gem” for which they were looking.
Or, if they are merely the references that the teacher
<•
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used to develop the project, why clutter up the instruction
sheets with them? About all that is so accomplished is to
brag about the teacher's reading range or industry. As
Newkirk foretells, 1/ ".... there is evidence that, as
instructional materials become more refined and better
adapted to the courses of study, fewer references will be
needed.
"
Summary .— Industrial-arts, as perhaps most widely
exemplified by the general shop in the progressive school
systems and to a more limited extent by the laboratories
of industry, is very closely in accord with the precepts
of general education. Developing of necessity from the
comprehensive general shop program, a new instructional
medium has been contributed to the field of education, i. e.
,
the instruction sheet. By the use of this new technique, it
has been possible to save instructional time for both the teacher
and pupil. The instruction has become more efficient through
direct application. Individual instruction has become more
common. The use of these special study and activity guides has
brought more objectivity into the evaluation of pupil progress.
Although the process has become accepted because of
many advantages, the tools (the instruction sheets themselves)
1/ Op. cit. p. 135
.,
.
.
.
have not been developed at the same pace, causing a major
drift back to the uneconomical sets of textbooks. It has
been the purpose of this chapter to show why the refinements
illustrated by the sheets in the next chapter should bring
special activity guides into wider acceptance again.
,.
CHAPTER II
SAMPLE INSTRUCTION SHEETS
Prefatory Statement
For the proper appreciation of the following activity
guides, certain facts should first be pointed out.
Margins decreased .— The first item to note is that
due to the required width of margins, the appearance of all
of the instruction sheets will not be quite true. In actual
practice the problem is to condense the typed material by
narrowing the margins so that as few pages as possible will
be needed for each sheet. This is both ecomonically and
psychologically necessary.
Simple versus detailed pictures .— Observe that the
sketches vary widely in style but are all simply done.
This is advisable so instructors who feel that they have
little or no artistic ability will not hesitate to add
illustrations to their instruction sheets. Also, pupils
even find it easier to understand line sketches than
photographs because there is little extraneous material
to distract their attention. Furthermore, it is easy to
distort a simple sketch to focus the attention to points
where the greatest emphasis is needed.
Outlining .— Note that on some sheets such as,
-19-
_
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"Keene's Cement Mixing and Pouring", an alternate style
is used which is probably more acceptable for processes
and the more complicated operations. The smaller groupings
of the reading matter take away some of the psychological
barrier that builds up when most pupils see a solid mass
of paragraph instruction ahead of them.
Drawing .— The sheets pertaining to mechanical draw-
ing are far from complete because most schools already
have at least one complete set of drawing books. It is
suggested that while these books are wearing out, a
collection of representative objects be made. Around these
realia, build a course with the necessary instruction sheets
and spend the money saved on a good reference library in-
stead of another set of texts.
Preparation for Disposition .— Finally, the means of
making copies to put into the pupils' hands deserve mention.
Probably the most satisfactory method is the direct fluid
process duplicator such as made by the Ditto Company.
Cheap manila paper may be used for the sake of economy.
Various colors may be utilized (such as on the sheet "joints"
to differentiate between the lines on the wood and the wood
itself) on the same sheet for appearance, emphasis, or other
instructional purposes with no more difficulty or fuss than
one color. It is only necessary to change carbons without
worrying about such things as color register. New sheets

21
are quickly made, and temporary or emergency sheets may
even be written out and distributed to the pupils in a
matter of minutes in numbers up to three hundred copies.
Master copies are readily filed for future use.
With this background, let's turn the page to the
sample instruction sheets which are the "meat" of this
paper 1
,.
1
'
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Believe the tension around the , *es of
the article by placing it on a hard sux*
Buroen burner, or gn : - furnace to a da'll’
red color { Copper and bx . 7:5 is tt ' at
da:-v:.roo-. until it •
-yjs c <du' . »* i>
fca seen without danger of burning a ho.«e
through the sheet of metal
.
> If you tap the metal and a clear metalic
ring comes forth., then you know that the
metal is .not
.
yet soft enough to roi k and
the process must be repeated.

23
A
.’--'Ui;; vr'">^T<'vvo|.
! I
ways protect the surface of the r ;al
with wooden blocks 'to prevent scratch-
ing or marring of it e I/: ; :
has been polished before bsn-Un
,
paper.-
—
.:*r '
towels or some other auitab: *s soft ma-
terial should be inserted betuc- \ the r
'‘
wooden blocks and the metal. V. ; z v. V
leather faced nrllet for 'k? the -
metal
o
2, -When bonding metal on sq; r-o st v ,,
«. wooden block should be v ;d b •• .th.
has been marred* A pr.pe to o
other suitable mater is t nay be r“
between the metal a J the block f
added protection. A leather faced
mallet should be used especially If
the surface is to polish right,
3. When hand-forming metal on curved
stakes
,
always use a paper towel or iv V\X/-cloth to protect tne metal from sor s' cv i »»
©a or marring. Hand forming should
’
"
*
- *
bo don© slowly and careful]'; t : c\ *d
abrupt bends. If a mallet must b
used in this process, it should be
leather faced,
4, To make spiral twists on bars of metalfirst clomp lower end of the bar in a
vise, where the spiral 13 to begin,
Pu.ace two monkey wrenches in position
as shown in the sketch. Exert pres-
sures on the wrenches in opposite cli-
rections, but use a greater pressure'
on the „op wrench thus twisting thebar toward your body, ;vhen twists
are to exceed one foot, in length, agood practise is to place a pipe over
Thin
P
n^v
Wh
J
0h already been twL?tod.in s prevents sudden bonds in theD&T •

machines or the broke r e. a /& pj teot
bis materials,, r ' v; -. & ; . ho u a
taken in this process be os use v:
folds* arc difficult t cot oect
. .vat
damaging the t
,
ways a good practise ,o do your 1 nding
before any polishing tas been dor. -
6, When forming narro : strips of metal in
a bending jig for na .nr scrolls or cth-
er curves, protect your . \c suri u&e
where possible
, wi : h : . i f
. r: ,
In this case, the metal should be rel-
ished. peened
,
or otherwise dec ora t a
before the foiling because
-it :s loo
difficult to do so a error do

} • - i-VI'JTi:: A B(
2 .
Obtain the desire! te bnl for ral e 5
the bowl, The size of the circular
sheet should he approximately the fin- '
ished diagonal extending from the ;• \
ter of the bowl *3 base to the upper
rim in radius.
The howl may be made by beating; it down
into a mold (a) or by using a raising
block (b)c A raising block
; for
is a block of wood with a £ . ill ho., a
,
about the size of the end of the mal-
let
,
gouged into the end grain.
3o Place the metal over the depression and
hammer it with a mallet whose end has
been turned to a conicei e' e, . esc;
blows should go around the bowl *
3
base
line. The next ring of blows should be
touching the outside ring of the pre-
vious ones. These blows should not be
too heavy.
4 . »7hen wrinkles forn around the edge, put
the bowl over a stake and pound them
out with the flat face of the mallet
because if they are allowed to get too
deep, cracks will form along them and
spoil the disc.
5, Pounding on art metals, other than
pewter and tin, makes them became hard.
This makes them difficult to shapesnd
more liable to crack. When they reach
thi3 condition, the metals must be
annealed (see the sheet — ”Annealing" }
.
6 « After the first annealing, continue to

nealing it and
when neceusary.
It must ha planished o Mh .. .St
en ito The v/orlc Is p seed OTor a z ake
that best fits its contour 0 Uslsig the
same circular method by which the UvM
was beaten v/ith thb n:13.et f the . fac
is lightly beaten ; th the ‘plan:
:
hammer o 3e careful not to hit th . i';al
.
too hard or to hit it where f > s
support from the stake beneath It
Q* A surface geo - > is u: .My i c od . > :
up" the edge of the bowl* After I*t has
been marked
,
any slight differs
. 9
removed with b file and erger on i
with the tinsnipso

Malting spelter of brass in a joint
to fasten it together is called brazing*
lo Shape the joint so that it fits*
2 0 File arid polish the joint to clean it Q
3* Wire or otherwise clamp the parts firm-
ly together for a temporary Joint inti
I
the operation, is complete.
4c Heat the joint until it becomes red
pared flux) to the joint with a long
handled spoon
*
6 a When the powdered bdrax or flux has melt-
ed into the joint, put a little t: ibs or
spelter onto it.
7 0 Keep heating it until a sufficient amount
of spelter has entered the joint B
8, Remove the fire from the article and
allow it to cool gradually*
9* Take off the temporary fastening and
grind/ file, and polish the joint smooth^
0. Ais<v see the sheet —‘"Hard Soldering"*
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The outside calipers -roe used to g
the outside dimensions of cylinders
p blocks
end so forth, v/hereas the inside calipers
are used to measure the size of holes and
openings
.
4 *
Calipers are usually sat with one log s, Sflush with the end of a steel scale and
the other being moved to get the dimension
I
They must he held very light .r In the ends
or the fingers because the measure t
must be "felt”.
3 0 Any strain in putting the calipers to a •
contact will throw them off on the neein -
oy of the measurement
A line drawn between the two points of
the oalipers should be at right angles
to the centerline of the object being
measured or the result will be longer
t/han the actual distance between the
surfaces should be.
r;3u
\A/rong
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CENTivRR; [£H
The centerpunch is used to make a
starting place for a hole that is to be
drilled * it is also used to mark metals
that are to be bsnt while they are hot®
lo Mark the place to be centerpunched with
lines* scratched on the metal that cross
each other*
2„ Place the point of .the centerpunch e;. ttly a
- the point inhere the s
.. ibod .'.if-
3. Hold the punch firmly with ends c’ *
fingers on one side and .the thumb on the
opposite side.
4, Strike the punch firmly and squarly withthe hammer®
iLhi?
e
^?
0ntorF^c^nark l2nH ^Ite in theright place
* tip the top of the punch
Sxight**.y a’<va7 from the place where it is
supposed to be and hit it again*
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Chasing i3 modeling or r . . .. « as
front surface of the cbj c , V-’ - he U3 t cf
j lasing tools, Sometimes de^ 3 are chase
by depressing the metal on the opposite or
back side in such a manner as to raise it
on the front e In the process of chasing-,
no metal is removed. Blunt chisels >
punches of various shapes are used
straight Lines
. Co' :ct stock*
Z Trace or draw the design with pencil ,. ,r
ink onto the metal (see the she;:
"Transferring Designs Onto Kiur.l'1 )
3, Scratch ever the outline lightly with a
scriber
,
<>
4 ,
5 ,
6,
?*
8«
9 ,
X0 6
Obtain a pitch block and v/arm it until
the pitch becomes soft.
bdckqround or
Editing fool
Heat the metal slightly.
Oil the back side and press tie metal
into the pitch. If a pit cl. bicck is not
available
,
use a sheet of lead, linoleum,
or a sand bag,
vith the metal face-side up, select a
suitable outline chasing tool.
Turn the metal so that the chasing line
travels toward you.
Setting the tool on the line, hold it
tipped slightly backward, as illustrated,
then strike it lightly with a chasing
hammer
»
Move the chasing tool forward about half
the length Of the impression and strike
again.

i.' > Finish the lir-
.
.
and of uniform dept
12* Chgse other straight line the
same manner
,
13. Loosen and pick th:: :,c a
.. jf t'-
pitch block by placing til m c
the gas burner to soften he It
Clean she pitch off of tfc etal v t
turpentine or benzine.
Curved I Lnes
1, Iroceed as in steps 1-6 for chasing
straight lines,
2 0 Select a curved chasing tool which
has as nearly as possible the same
curyature as the line tS be chased.
'i
*
4 e
In a true vertical position, placethe tool on the line to be chased and
strike a light blow,,
r^oceed as in steps 8 and 10-14 onchasing straight lir.es.

COLD CHISEL
The two most common types of cold chisels are the
flat chisel and the cape chisel. The flat chisel is
commonly called the cold,. The cape chisel is $isuai?«.y
used to cut keyway3 in pulleys and shafts.
^
\
l a The chisel should be kept sharpenedV/ v
to an angle of about 60*
2 • The chisel 3hould be held at
right angles to the surface be-
ing cut.
3o The stock to be cut should be
held firmly (with a C-clomp) to
the. surface of an anvil or in a
vise. Not on any of .ho stokes,
4. The chisel should be held firmly
between the thumb and finders
although large ones may be safe!]
held in the clenched fist.
5. The hammer must strike the head
of the chisel squarely,
6. The first blow should be a light
one to but deepen the guide line
scratched on the surface of the
stock,
7. After each blow, check carefully /
to be sure that the next cut is
on the line or in the previous
one because the chisel ia very
liable to move with each blow.

S3
COLORING GF PETALS BY OXIDATION
Fefexs 'ma’y''be colored by the application
of a chemical solution or heat and vie call
this chemical change "oxidation’s The methods
described below are limited to the coloring of
copper and bronze but iron, silver * nioVv-l silver,
and" aluminum may also be colored by special
solutions.. Different solutions will produce
different colors
,
and differences in the strength
of the solutions will produce different colors,
then the surfar a of the metal has been
prepared for coloring by cleaning with steel
wool or emery cloth 5 we are ready for cur color
ing solution o fix and use one of the following;
1, To get a solution which gives us an antique
copper finish, dissolve about, one cubic inch
of potassium sulphide in one pint of water P
add six drops of ammonia, and apply to the
copper • If the color is too dark, add a little
more water* 'when the metal Is dry, rub it
in one direction only with fine emery cloth
to bring out the desired poicr* Then finish
v/ith wax, lacquer, or banana oil a
2 e To get a solution which gives us dark brown
on copper, dissolve one ounoe of sal ammoniac
and one-third of an ounce of oxalate of potash
in one -half pint of vinegar. Immerse the
metal in this solution and rub it with a
cloth. Finish with wax, lacquer or
banana oil*
3 , Another very interesting method of coloring
copper is by heat. First, the Bunsen burner
or gas furnace is lighted and then the metal
is revolved slowly through the flame » rVhen
the desired color is obtained, stop heating
it and finish with wax, lacquer, or banana
oil. Colors appear in this order; orange-
red, blue-purple, brassy color, dark red,
deep purple, Iridescent
s
chestnut color*
•
-
;
' •'
.
"
-
'
'
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CUTTING THREADS
Threads are cut inside of holes with a tool
called a tap which Is held in a tap wrench
raPwreao: !mrx:
W
u
2 *
3,
4 S
5,
A tap of the proper size to lit the drilled hole
is selected after referring to the trhl; , ,,
It is fitted into the proper hold©
The work 1-3 c.lamped Into the vise so that the
hole to be threaded Is vertical.
A few drop® of oil are then placed In the
hole (unless it Is cast Iron on which oil
makes a hard rlazed surface).
The tap Is held exactly In line with the
centeiline of the hole and given a half
6. After one or two complete turns of the
wench have been made, and the tap vdll
stay in place by itself, it Is best to test
the tap for verticalness.
7* This forward and backward motion Is con-
tinued until the thread is completely out
except when the tap is occasionally
removed to clear out chips.
Outside threads are cut with a die which
is held in a die stock. The process is the
same as in cutting Internal threads. The edge
of the stock is usually beveled to make the
start easier. >'*
y a.
Slock

DIVIDERS
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TLa dividers are us. d to draw arcs and circles
*
to estimate irregular shapes P and to divide
circles and straight lines into a given number
of sections*
lo A light oenterpuncb. mark i3 made at the
center of the circle*
2 0 The dividers are set by placing one lag on
the inch mark of a scale and spreading the
other leg out the required radius*
3» The dividers are then set. on the work with
one leg in the esnterpunohed mark*
4. They are leaned in the direction which they
are to he turned and pivoted on the leg that
Is in the centerpunched mark®
5o Caro must be taken not to press down on them
or the logs will spread further apart and
change the dimensions*
6. To^stSiate irregular shapes, the dividers
are set at a definite length and are then
stepped off around the edge; the number of
steps times the length gives the distance
traveled,
?*. A curved pieca of metal may be measured the
same way by stepping the dividers along the
centerline
*
8 0 When a circle , or line, is to be divided into
a number of parts (we will take five as an ^
example), the dividers ctro set at what is
guessed to be 1/5 of the distance,
9 s The dividers are then stepped around the
circle from a point on it*
10* If the final step gce3 across the starting
point* the dividers are shortened a little
and If not quite there are lengthened a bit
11 oThis continues until it comes out exactly right
Q‘
DRAWING - GENERAL INSTRUCT IONS
I, The head of the "T” square is always held tightly against
the left hand edge of your drawing board.
g . Ail horizontal lines are drawn along the upper edge
of the "I”' square
3, All vertical lines are drawn along the left hand edge
of the triangles
o
4, All work is first done with very light lines and then
brought to the proper character of lines * after the
drawing is done and in the foliov7in5“ order (some of these
lines you will not have on early drawings }
:
a, Main center lines
b. Small circles and arcs
c » Large circles and arc3
d * Irregular curves
e a Horizontal lines
?•„ Vertical lines
g 6 Inclined lines
h, Dotted (invisible) circles and arcs
i* Dotted horizontal, vertical, and inclined lines
3 » Center lines
k, Extension and dimension lines
1 a Arrow head 3 and figures
m, Section lines
n* Notes and title
c a Border lines
By "character of line" we mean the difference in the
locks of the line that i3 used to indicate different
things in a drawing, Bee pages
„
In
^
for the explanation^:? each. It
Is^Important to have them right, both for the appearance
and the accuracy of the drawing,
6 * KJSiir YOUR PENCIL SHARP,
?, ^3e fill capital letters. Draw letters and numbers as
shown on page in
,
8, All circles and semi-circles should have center lines.
'•,
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DRAWING ~ LAYING OUT THE DRAWING
1, Place the head or the KTm square tightly against
ths left hand edge of the drawing board
Place the lower edge of the paper
the upper edge of the tTT” square J
QoQrd
rr
—
Pa PE C
3„ Fasten the upper Isi’t hanfi corner of the/"4
paper to the board. V-
"r'Scjc.ar©
4o Adjust the paper and the nT" square so
that the paper Just touches the upper edge
of the "Tn square when the head of the vrTn
square is tightly against the edge of the
board.
5, Fasten the upper right hand corner of the
paper o
6, Move the "T” square down out of ilia way
and fasten the other Z corners of the paper.
7, Measure down y" from the top of the paper and
draw a very light line through that point
with your °T” square head tightly against tho
left hand edge of tho board.
0 a Measure up £" from ths bottom of the paper
and draw a very light line through that
point along the upper edge of your ”Tn
square.
9, Measure in from the left hand edge of
paper and draw a very light line through
that point along the edge of your 60*30°
triangle
,
10 8 Do the same for the right hand edge,
11,
Erao© the ends of the border line that
rim out to the edge of th© paper so that
there is left a continuous light border
line in from the edge of ths paper,
12,
Measure in 3/6” from the right hand
margin and draw a light lino parallel
to the right hand margin to form the
title box.
the
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13 .
14.
Center your problem as nearly in the middle
of the paper (or section of the sheet} as
possible *
a. Get the instructor’s demonstration,
bo Follow your iob outline for prob-
lem instructions
*
After the drawing is complete., the dimen-
sions on it, etc*, and you have come to
w4 s n 0 tf on your General instruction sheet,
you will lay out the title box as the
sample shews you.
t
cc
DRAWING *- JBOmTHXO DRAWIKG A
X» In Isematrio drawings,- the vertical Unco
of an object are still vertical but the
horizontal lines are drawn at an angle <
30° from the horizontal®
2c The height of an object is measured along
line nAw or lines parallel to it®
a® The width Is measured along line
"B" or lines parallel to it 0
bo The length is measured along line
"C" or lines parallel to it.
Lines that are not vortical or horizontal
are located by their end points and then
a line Is drawn between those points®
4 a You will hava little trouble If you always
block in the problem and make the fromework
a cube or a rectangular prism as these
sketches 3how.
5® Pleco the dimensions on the problem a3 they
ara in the book unless otherwise instructed
Dimensions are so placed that they my bo
a® Dimensions should never he. put on in ^
a way that will make the drawing lees
clear. X
Wj
read from the bottom of the sheet or from
the right of the sheet*
.•
DRAWING - IS 01METRIC DRAWING 3
40
1 0 Because of the fact that the horizontal
lines in isometric drawings do not run
horizontal* circles on this type of drawing
are drawn by a special method which is as
follows
:
-^x
x
2o Problem one.-- A 3** isometric square with a ,,
circle inscribed
=
a c Draw a 3n isometric square . Top view
b„ Draw a line from the center of one of
the widest angles to each of the
conter3 of the opposite sides
«
c a Do the same for the other wide (obtuse)
angle
«
d 0 Draw curve 1, with compass set the ^
length of the dotted arrow.
e. Draw curve £* the same way as curve I*
f. Draw curve 3 0 using the whole arrow
length
«
3 ,
g„ Draw curve 4. the same way as curve 3*
and your drawing 3hould now be
oomplete like this -*—- * — v
Problem two.— Draw an isometric circle in
each side of an isometric
cube » ?
a a Draw an isametr5.o cube*
b 0 Draw center lines through each square,
4a
c* Proceed as in problem one doing one
side at a time. f
Observe character of line.
a* All lines vd.ll be guide lines except
the circles, which will be outline
weight e and the center lines
T

DRAWING - INVISIBLE EDGES
\
lo The drawings that you have been doing up to r
have shown only what a person would see by
looking at the object from the view in which
without moving either the object or ourselves
.
j
a d To indicate the edg©3 of these surfaoes,
about 1/8 of an Inch long by 1/16 of
b 0 Connect the corner3 with light lines
parallel to llue3 A# C„ to get the
sides not shown.
Co Malce these light lines Into the
draftsman’s symbol for invisible edges.
Go Draw problem one again except thl
time out a piece B15 x x *n fro.
the top of the back side.
it is being drawn. We know, though, that
there are other sides that we can not see
Bo -Problem one:
a. Draw an isometric rectangular prism
3” x 2" x l£v .
an inch apart.
(See page
,
,T r
in
3. Problem two:
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DRILLING- » IIANDRILL
The hand drill Is used for drilling small holes in
either wood or metal •
l c Insert the proper twist drill by holding the
chuck with the leftHRana and* turning the crank
backward until the jaws are wide enough to
hold the drill, put the drill between the
jav/3 and then turn the wheel in a clookwino'
:
~S";
directions, * '
2c Place the point of the drill into the hole
. that has been started in the wood with an
awl or in the metal with a center punch
•
5* Hold the handle of the drill firmly in the
fist of the left hand.
4 0
5o
6 .
Aim the drill so that it is
with the hole to be drilled
<
exactly in line
Turn the crank with the thumb and first two
fingers of the right hand at not too fast
a speed
o
Do not let the drill wobble because it will
increase the size of the hole and possibly
break tho drill
•
7 0 When drilling through metal,, release the
pressure just before the drill goes through
to keep from breaking the drill.
CAUTION. Be careful not to pinch your fingers in the
gears while tiirning them.
..
4.2
Clean ;vnd polish ;he su.. - : - t
with stunl wool ox* flae e \
2 t Transfer the design f yeo thu sheet
fcrring Designs Onto Metal" :
'
'
to be etched uncovered Use a ru3h
and ellow to dry for two *ce
4. Femora the asphaltru t ,t
knife
„
irep^re the etohir br tv-
dish by adding one part nu.ru ci
tarts ^ater,
to the water
A )
CaUTIOH ali/ays a - tbs acid > f --
\ *
\\JVJt
Carefully lower the metal into the solution
with old pliers and allow the acid to eat
into the metal about 0,01 of an inch.
This will take from h to 3 hours.
Remove the metal and wash It careful ly in
water before touch ing it."vrltTTy
o
ur_
t
?'ads .
Soak the metal In turpentine for forty
minutes then remove the softened asphaltum
with a piece of waste.
a',/;
-fK%;
6 K2h
:7«*
A
V^Zi'l
1 A /
'V U,->^
v>
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Files should never be used except on places where
cutting tools can’t very well be used c They are most
commonly used on rounded corners and on scroll work*
la The handle of the file is grasped in
the right hand and the left hand holds
the file at the other end xvith the
first and second fingers pressing up
frcsa the bottom and the thumb down J
from the top* "7'^ ^
£„ Hold the fils to the edge to be filed
so that, the bottom of the file is
parallel that edge A
2L Push forward steadily { in the
direction of the grain if you
are filing wood)©
4. Lift the file on the return stroke
gs dragging it back will unnecessarily
dull it*
5© r/hen filing end grain* especially
corners
,
be very careful never to
file towards an edge*
6© Always keep the file as nearly parallel
to the sides cf the work as possible
to prevent file marks which are hard to
remove from tho wood or metal.
DON'T
\^r&m
th& feetfe
pirillei *>*’•«
Q (jo © S <3^ ***'&
SCOriOS
.Qurf
nipt
testa
h br&dd
e.
FILING - DRAWFILING
1* Clamp the pieoe to be filed in a vise.
2 S Hold the file on each end with your
thumbs pushing along the edge of the
file closest to you*
Place the file against the piece at
right angles to ihe edge to be filed
Push the file away from you and lift the
file when you corns to the end of the
edge o
tr*
^<A

FLARING- l'HB ENDS OF BhHD STEEL
1 .
2c
Mark the length to he flared on th - :o.:
a, Use a combination square and a sharp
pencil
o
Forge an end,
a 0 Use a machinist hammer 0 -=^=:
b„ Hold the piece of stock firmly in v /'Ll
hand with the very end resting , » ‘’V
t/
r
you:
on the edge of the anvils
What is*~Iiable to happen if the stock
is not held to the edge of th© anvil?
Hit the stock lightly on th© end*
e, Hold the hammer so that it hits the
stock at the angle shown,
f, Get the Instructor's approval.
3, Straight-poen the forged ends*
a. See the sample.!
b. Use a setting hammer (unless a
straight-peening hammer is aval
c. Hold the hammer so that it stri
the stock with the whole length
the end of th© hammer e
d 3 Do not "dig" the corner of the
into the metal.
Go Hit the metal lightly *
f. Use an even stroke,
g. Place each peening mark parallel to
the edges of the stock,
h. Get the Instructor's approval.
••
-
•
• •
'•y v "t
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GETTING OUT STOCK - '.VOOD-
I Look In the scrap box to find a piece of wood that is
about the right size. If there Is none there, look
in the short lengths rack* As a last resort, take
the wood from the lumber rack, choosing a board most
nearly fitting the width, thickness, and appearance
needed,
II Examine the ends of the board to see if there are any
checks (splits running into the ends of the board
caused by the more rapid drying at the ends)*
1, If you find any checks, draw a line across the
board at the , end of the checks
a. Draw the line along the tongue of \/.«c stool
square while keeping the blade of the steel
square tightly against the e3ge of the board,
III If there are no checks, draw a line across the board
at the closest point to the end of the beard that you
can get square.
l a Draw the line as In II 1* a.
XV Measure back from this line the length of the piece
that you v/ant cut,
1, The length should be 1/8” longer than the finished
size to allow for squaring.
V After you have the pieces laid out as economically as
possible, get the approval of either the Instructor
or tne Stock Foreman c
1* This applies to all stock used to make the project
cV fi
'
:«
.
* ' 1
.
whether It comes from the scrap box or the
lumber raokc
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VI Select a cress-cut saw for all cuts going across the
grain of tube wood or a rip-saw for all cuts going
with the grain of the wood
.
VII Clamp small pieces in a vise to hold then for the
cuttings
Is Clamp them in such a way that you will not
mar the bench when sawing or ruin the saw on
the metal part of the vise*
VIII Large pieces should be placed across two sawhorses .
JU One sawhorse Is used to support iFe~end or
tho board v.?hlle the other is the 6ne over
which you put your weight- while sawing
»
IX When sawing 9 keep the saw just to the waste side of
the lino
1* To start the cut,
a, Place the saw so that it is on the waste
side of the line
b, The saw teeth should be just touching
the line.
c, Place your left hand on the board with
your thumb against the saw to guide it.
d 0 Draw the saw toward you onoe or twice to
give it a groove to start in.
2. To continue the cut.,
a. Push forward and downward* with only one
- hand grasping the handle, heaping the saw
at an angle of about 45°
.
b. Release the pressure on the return stroke,
c. Take the stroke the full length of the saw,
d„ If the saw "sticks", it is too dull, poorly
set, the wood is too moist, or you have
twisted the blade out of a straight line,
e. The handle of the saw should operate by
your side rather then in front of you.
f. By keeping your eye on the line, blowing
the sawdust away frequently, you •'will be
able to tell the Instant the saw moves
.
from the line find so ect it with a slight
tv/ist of the wrist*
3, To end the cut,
a, Support the pi© so that Is being cut off
whether it is waste or "keeps”
.
b 6 What happens if It is not supported?
Oo Take short rapid strokes*
X As eaoh piece is cut, write your name on it plainly
and keep it there until you take the project home*
XI Make out a cost sheet for this material as soon as
you have finished getting out the stock and have put
your tools back in the cabinet- 0
c<
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GLASS CUTTIES-
l e Clean the glass with turpentine.
Be layout the size on the glasn*
k, Scratch tha locations onto the glass
by pressing the glass eu^t-sr -‘flu- .. firmly
onto the glass at the points to be located
«
3a Place a straight-edge from point to point located
for the line to ha cut <
a. For lines longer than a foot, it is mil
to clomp the straight-edge to the glass*
4* Draw the glass cutter carefully along
the straight-edge ongeo
a* Hold the cutter"!? ixide:
and the middle fingt r wlth the
thumb bracing from 'he bottom*
b» iHant the cutter si .ghtly toward
you but perpendicul r sidewards.
e>* DO NOT go back over any portion
of the line that he. * been out
«
It will ruin the on ;ter«
d a The line should be i definite
silvery one,
©.Don’t bear on so hr rd that it
Bakes a. grinding ncise and a
white splintery cut*
5o Break the glass along the line,
a. Hold tho cut over tho edge of a
bench having the largest part of
the glass on the bench with the
cut line uk, i
b » Put on a pair of glov-— ~~ —
your hands with cloth
6* Put the scraps of glass an
;lnss doesn’t always
c. V/hile pressing down o
of the glass that is
lift the glass about
other hand and then p
downward
.
their proper places,
a, I**ake out your cost sheet*
7* Get the Xnstrxictor *s demonstration on smoothing the
edges of glass.
** ; :
*
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GLASo DRILLING
1. Select the glass drill
a- A triangular file properly ground,
b* Obtain this drill from the Stock yore;-an.
Be Locate the hole to be drilled,
s t Mark the location by center lines on a sheet
of paper that corresponds in size to the piece
of glass to be drilled Q
bo Place the sheet of paper accurately under the
glass 0
Co Scratch the exact location of the hole on tne
glass with tho glass drill
o
d a Get the Instructor's approval
»
a* Place the glass upon something soft, such as a
piece of felt, several nev/spapers, etc,
b* Place the glass drill into the chuck of a handdrill,
Co Place a ring of putty around the location on the
glass,
d. Fill the hole in the middle of the putty with
turpentine and carborundum dust,
e. Sharpen the drill with a slipsione.—Get the
Instructor's demonstration,
f. Place the drill paint carefully into position,
I/ove it around carefully until the point M clicks"
into the scratched hole,
4, Drill at a moderate rate of speed,
a. Do not apply too much pressure for you may break
the glass c
b, Sharpen the drill every 10 or 15 turns*
c* When the turpentine seems to leave the hole, see if
the point has gone through the glass.
d. '/hen the point has gone through > turn the glass
over and drill until the hole is of sufficient size.
Boston University
School of Education
Library
c(
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HACKSAW
The hacksaw is uses to cut metals that are a little
too difficult for a cold chisel to cut,
1, Tighten the blade until it rings when
"picked* with the fingernail *
2 b Make a notch with a file or a chisel
at the point where the cut is to
he made 0
Bold the saw with one hand grasping
the handle and the other around
the curve on the opposite end of
the saw frame *
4„ Place the end of the bie.de farthest
from the handle in the notch and 4<
push steadily away from you
<
After going the full length of : he blade
release your &qv6: .V:.ra '"ft cissure an thi
blade and return it to the first position
The teeth only cut on the forward stroke
30 it v7i.ll spoil then to drag them teokwardol!^
/
'
f ake only about 55 strokes a minute (for pC*
each stroke say something like "ten*
hiuidred~thousand~and«three t ten-hundred-
thousand-and -three" } because if you go
faster it will heat up the teeth of the saw
The teeth then dull fast and some break out
>
gw*
(
S3
I1AU&EKXNCI WRFaCK KSCQRaTING \atSU TIv HAJ^EJR
Carved and fiat surfaces of all metals from ifon to
nickels liver, excepting pewter, used in art metal work
ar-s given various hammered, effects to beautify and harden
(stiffen or planish} the metal. The foes? of different
hammers produce' the different designs , such as;
the planishing hammer
l I tkim
the fluting hammer
ff
1 /
1/
/M?
.
-
the chasing hairier
1.
2,
The hammer should be held at the end with the forefinger
along the top of the handle. The other hand moves the
work slightly with each stroke because the havering Is
done over the same spot on the anvil or stake with the
same strength all of the time.
eu harder strokes make larger dents than do lighter
one3.
h e The- upper part of the am should bs
held close against the side.
Flat surfaces are hammered on the flat anvil
3. Curved work is done on stakes such as these;
¥
—
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4, The design on circular work should start in the center
and go outward in concentric circles.
5< The "denis" made by the homer should atari from, any
design there might be and work away from it*
6, Be sure to have the surface well cleaned with fine
ornery cloth or steel wool before hammering.
7 o Don't use hammers with nicked faces, and be very careful
to protect the back of the job from scratches by putting
a soft material between it and any surface that might
be touching it*
(1
•
(
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HARD SOLDERING
Hard solder is sometimes alloyed gold or more commonly
alloyed silver, of a higher welting temperattire than soft
s older
»
Hard soldering way b© done on metals such as gold,
silver, br&3S» copper, and aluminum.
Silver solders are alloyed in various amounts so they
will melt at various temperatures, making it possible to
use solder ever a joint that has already been soldered,
without melting the first Joint.
Brass solder may be used for soldering alloys or metals
of high melting points such as copper, iron, or steel. One
type of brass solder is spelter which is used in brazing
(see sheet —"Brazing”)©
A high temperature is necessary to melt gold, silver,
and brass solders and some form cf flux is necessary to
protect the Joint from oxidizing or scaling over until the
entire job is soldered. The usual flux is borax.
Before soldering, the joint must be entirely cleaned,
this being usually done by filing or scraping the surface
until all seal I.
,
rust, and dirt h <ve been removed. In many
cases a job must be wired together before attempting the
soldering so bosh hands may be free to complete the operation,
and so that accuracy may be insured.
1. Kix the borax flux to n paste with water and apply it to
every part of the joint. This prevents oxidation, enables
the solder to flow easily into the joint and "stick” to
the pieces being soldered
„
2. Cut the solder into small chips and place on the joint
to be soldered or in the cass of brazing, a wire rod may
be used making it not necessary to cut the solder up;
3. Apply heat with a blow-pipe slowly until the borax is
'.
'
•
•
•*
.
. ,
.
«
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dry slowly raising the heat until, the full power of the
hiow pipe in being used, allowing the solder to run into
the .’Joint smoothly. The usual type of blowpipe for this
operation is one operated by foot bellows e
4* Place the object in a pickle made of one part sulfuric
acid and two parts of water when the the soldering i3
completed. After the job has been cleaned in the
pickle, complete the job with a wire brush and emery
cloth. If possible, or necessary, the joint may be
hai-nuered over to conceal the soldered portion.
<
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.JOINTS (WOOD)
Joints are used for th a pig ose of iner'aninn th
strength or appearance of connecting pieces of . ;occi ;
$he three joints following are selected as being
representative ,
Kali* lap for splice - used for increasing the lengfch
of a piece of wood
)
1 0 Select two pieces of wood of the same width and. thickness,
2 o Square off the ends to be joined in the
fell £ • Length
one to one-and-one-quarter
.
tines the width of the- stock).
2
-
way down each side on one piece of wood (on large vjorlc
,
it is often necessary
narking gunge to >.•&>•:© the lines).
c
Placing the marking guage against surface A, Diark a
line from the lines on the sides n ue in stsp//-5, to
the working end and across the working end..
9 0 select a back saw of suitable size.
xo 4 Saw carefully to the waste sio.© of the
IS. If any parts do not fit tightly together, remove the
portions that are sticking out beyond the lines with a
sharp chisel®
a. Use a shearing cut across the grain.
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a* Get the Instructors approval of the fit.
15 o Use brads or nails that are 2 to 8§ times as long as the
pieces to te joined are thick.
16. Place them in the form of a "Wn so that no tvx> nails are
in line with each other on the grain.
re
'
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Through mortise and Jconop. oi. ,. ... v:
•
L= '.h;.
hole and tenon” is 'the 1 f
-
r cr'^oad tMi fibs into it: , Tfc.;.s
joint i?? usually used v/here a rail is going to 'fit into a
log on fine furniture or in attaohtng joists and beams in
old type houses o)
.1* SeXeot the stock*
2* Layout the mortise a
Mark lines around the piece for the mortise making them
the same distance apart as the tenon piece is wide 0
a* Use a sharp pencil, —
—
4» Layout the width of the mortise with a gunge {it will bs
about 1/3, or les3
s the thickness of the tenon stock) on
the top and bottom of the piece*
-
-
.
;
vl,~
>C)oage or Knife If»nes
.
Hrav a line lengthwise through the exact center of tho
mortise on each side of the piece.
6* Mark holes along this center line with a brad awl to center
a bit which will be the width of the mortise or slightly
less,
Vo Bore half way through on each side of the piece at these
marks *
o-
c
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liseling from both sides of the plec
chisel clean out the remaining wood in the mortise*
a : Chisel straight down*
b» DO HOT pry against the edges of the mortise 0
9« Get the Instructor^ approval*
10 Layout the tenon*
11* Mark a line around the tenon piece with a knife at a
distance from the working end equal to the depth of the
mortise *
ID* Guage tv/o lines from the one just drawn up the edges and
across the working end so that they will be the same
distance apart as the width of the mortise*
'V
*
l
13 o Using a suitable
1 bade saw, cut to the waste' aid© of the
lines drawn in step #11 •
14 . Maks the cheolc outs to the waste side of the lines
drawn in step #12
«
17 o Glue, wooden pins, or wedges are usually used to hold
this joint.
Dowel joint , ('The dowel joint is a modified mortise
and tenon an&~ls the most, commonly used joint in furniture
construction,, The particular problem is to increase the
width of a board
.
}
1* Mark the boards to he jointed as illustrated so that you
will always be able to test them in the same place*
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Bo Place the boards in a vis© with the edges to be pointed
up and the marks to the outside
«
with the longest plane possible for the size boards
being used*
4 e Check by holding the boards to the light with the marks
aligned
«
5 , There should be a very faint bit of light showing in the
middle of the joint and none at the ends*
i

ZA
6, Get the Instructor's approval*
7« Placo the boards back into the vise as t planing.
8 0 Keeping the faceplate of a marking guage against the
marked side of the boards * mark a line down the middle
of each*
9, At suitable intervals , mark a line across the two edges
with a square and a sharp pencil to locate the centers
of the holes for the dowels e
' a. The spacing will vary with the size of dowels > the
width and thickness of the boards, and the use*
b* Let the Instructor show you why your guess is or
Is not good 0
10 e With a brad awl, mark where these lines cross the marking
11 a Get the dowlinf, jig, a bit stop, a bit of the size dowl
that is to be used;, and the Instructor’s demonstration
on the use of the dowling jig,
12, Pore the holes to the proper depth {usually half the
length of the dowel plus its radius)*
13, Cut the dowls to 3i?.e with a backsav?,
14, Charapfer the ends of the dowls with a file, dcv;l plate,
or sanding machine,
15, Get the clamps to bo used (allow for strips of wood to
protect the boards from the clamps}*
16, Alternate the clomps above and below the boards to hold
ct *
G>
17. If hot glue is used* be sure to work very rapidly before
the glue has tine to chill. Apply the glue to the
jointed edges at the same time, then to the dov/lc and holes,
and then quickly assemble 0
18. After wiping the surplus glue off of the joint, stand the
job up in a spot where no particular stress will be
placed on tbs joint
.
19. Allow enough time for the type of glue which you aro using
to set before removing the clamps.
V V
€
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KKKNE * ii CBlBKf MIXING AND POURING
I Check the form or mold to he used*
A* See that it is smooth*
Be See that it has the proper "draft” in the
proper direction*
1* What is draft?
a. Go to the dictionary of technical
terms*
2 S How much is necessary?
a* See page
_
in »
C* See that all cracks and holes have been
»ada watertight.
1. A wooden 7?old should be varnished
and lightly sanded.
II Sstimte the amount of
be used*
Keene’s cement to
A* Figure the volume in cubic inches or
on Irrge forms, cubic feet*
1
1
Cn, in* - L r. W x li
a* On irregularly shaped forms
figure on the largest
dimensions
.
Be Add l/'o of the amount arrived at in "A"
in addition, to allow for shrinkage
when water is added,
1, Example if a form measures 30 cu,
in,, you will need 40 cu* in. of
cement
.
Ill Pour the proper amount of cement into the mixing
trough.
A, Take about a teaspoonful of this cement fer
each color to be mixed Into the Job and place
it in a separate container with an equal
amount of each color.
,
B. Fix each color with its amount of cement
separately*
1, lix them dry*
C. These amounts are only approximate, of course.
1* Large forms and solid color Jobs will
naturally take more while small and
"streak" Jobs, less.
Do Colors mixed wet will form a weak spot in
the job because they vail not mix as well
with the water nor spread as readily.
IV Add enough water to the cement to make a stiff pa3te.
A. Stir it thoughroly.
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B. Bo the same for each of the colo:.- cement
mixtures.
V Oil the form with linseed oil
,
As So that the cast may be removed easier and
with les3 chance of damage.
B. An. amount rubbed on v. Ith the fi/b-.er-s is sufficient >
1 . 'Pftn rrsi t r»Vi «»4 1 1 A : n- a , " .-.v.,. ~x _ -
VI Pour enough cement into the f<
.
about iM dosp*
VII Mix in some color.
A. Select a small stick for each color.
B. Dip the sTtidc into a color.
VIII Tamp the form,
A. Pound It up end down.
1. Until all of the air bubbles Como out,
a. If they aren’t
1* Too much will discolor the job,.
1 *
a. Repeat this for each color.
1 11 r-K
all out
s you
X
J*? 20lli Vi,hers ** won’t baTZZ wxio e xg ' edisturbed for 48 hours or longer.
A. Depending on the size of
’
the form
water or
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PAINTING STRAP IRON
1c Go over the whole surface of your project with emery cloth,
2 o Place the project- upside down on some newspaper
3 0 Open the paint can (flat black) with a screwdriver
4o Stir the paint with a narrow stick from the corap box,
5 fl Get the Instructor's demonstration on brushing on the/
paint and on holding the brush correctly,
6 , lip the brush into the paint for $ an inch.
7. Scrape the brush lightly against the inside v
rim of the can,
*8, Paint all the surfaces and edges that you can see*
9 C Turn the object right side up and finish painting,
10 « Bo careful not to skip any placos or to get the paint
on so thick that it runs and sags .
11c Get the Instructor’s approval,
* To keep paint from dripping down the edges on parts of
the project that may have wider surfaces, paint always
toward the ends.
G
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HiAHXNG’ (other than block)
On cross grained wood, sharpen the
md take the finest possible shaving,
. 0 The handle of the plane is
grasped in the right hand and
the knob in the left* The
knob presses the palm of
the hand at the base of
the first finger.
plane very carefully
2, The bottom of the plane in front of
the blade is placed on the surface to
be planed*
3„ The plane is pushed in the
direction of the grain
(with the grain)*
7
aH
4 e The first pressure is given downward
with the loft hand* i
So As the plane moves along the board, “
until all of it is on, the pres- f J
sure of the right hand increases %JbSL —
until it equals the left* IX=
6 0 As the jilane reaches the end of the
board, the pressure is all with the right hand and the left
hand only guides the piano
*
These last three steps are to prevent the piano from
rounding the ends of the board.
?
. When planing the surface of the board, the
second cut is iiade slightly overlapping
the first, the third overlapping the
second 8 and so forth until the width
of the board has been planed, J*'k.
Q„ Check the surface for flatness with a try-square blade,
plane a stroke or two off the high spots and check again
until it la Tint,
9„ Never drag the plane back at the end of a stroke. If the
cutting edge is not raised on the back stroke, the edge
will dull itself rapidly.

PLANING- - BLOCK FLAW,
i
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The block plena Is often considered to be the only one
for planing end grain but you will perhaps find the jack
plane best for moat of the larger ^obs*
io The block plan© is held in one hand 0
The palm of the hand rests against the
handle, the thumb and middle finger
grip the sides and the first finger
presses into the finger rest.
4 ,
When planing ond grain or across tk©
grain of a piece of wood, it i3 best
to start from one end and go to the
cantor and then to start from the other
end and go to the centar, otherwise
the wood is liable to splinter.
Block planes are also used to piano
champfers on small pieces of wood and
are very handy when it comes to making
smooth and to shaping the hulls of model
boats and airplanes*
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RIYETXMi
Select a ri^et *
a. Of the bbe.® material that is to be
V-
'
•
•
y- '
b* That is, or will be, cut to such
O'
/^fcSs-
size as to stick through the holes / O
made for it about the seme distance''
a3 the diameter of the rivet 0
2* Set your work eo that the head of the
rivet will rest in the cup of a rivet set
of the proper size* -Su
6o If a round heed rivet is used*
5 0 If the parts being assembled do not fit
tightly together* take another rivet set
and slip tho hole that is in its side
down over the projecting end of the
rivet*
4 * Hit this rivet set smartly over the ho.lo
with the face cf your ball peen hammer
until the parts fit snugly together.
5« Holding the parts firmly in place * hit
down th 3 arris of the projecting cud
with the ¥alY"end of the hall psen hammer
6o If the hole has been countersunk, keep
hitting the rivet down until it fill
a
the countersink and then smooth it off
by hitting it with the face of the
hammer
« ^
^
7. If the rivet is to have a round head*
continue hitting ths arrisses until the
approximate shape cf the head end of th©
rivet is obtained,
a. To finish a round head, take another
rivet set and place the cup on the
roughed end,
b. Holding the rivet set perpendicular
to the work, hit the end with th©
face of the hammer until the two
ends of the rivet match.
nSrSSf
_
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KOPSp TWINE, & USES
12
1 0 Make a sketch or chart showing the difference between
fibers,, yarns, strands, and rope,
&« Follow peg© In
_
*
2o Know the information about rope given on peg©
in «
So From the bulletin board learn the meaning of; bight, Ioop p
whipping t knot, standing part, taut, haul, hitoh, fall,
turn, and bend.
d 0 Demonstrate to the Instrueter 3 methods of keeping the
ends of a rope from unraveling*
a a See pages
,
and
___
in »
5, Tie each of tbs following knots and iv.o-.i the common us© to
which eaoh Is put -• use the index to the booklet .
for obtaining the information*
a* Overhand,
b, Square a
e* Timber hitch.
d, Block b8sket bend — know £ other names for this knot,
0. Halter hitch — know another na :© for this knot,
f • Glove hitch.
g« Fisherman’s knot,
ho Bowline,
1, Doublobowline ( bowline on a bight)
jo Two halfhitches,
k, Cat© paw,
1* Figure eight,
$. Neatly wrap and tie up a soft bundle such as an article of
clothing,
7. Neatly wrap end tie up a box as for mailing,
8, Make a short splice.
a <» Select a short piece of hemp rope about 3 foot long,
b. Count off 8 turns from each end of the rope,
c. Male® a pencil mark at this point.
d. Untwist the strands of the rope back to these points.
(Rope workers call this unlaying the strands.)
e. Put the two ends together so that each strand is
between two of the strands of the other end,
f. Ti© overhand knots in eaoh pair of end3*
go lull the knots tight by drawing the ends several times,
h, SelQot an end that is on the left and wind it oaoe
around the strand to the left of it.
—I
c
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i 0 Repeat step h for \0h of the other Z strands on
the left 0
j 0 Repeat steps h and i again
«
k 6 Remove about It of the thickness of each strand with
a knife*
1* Repeat steps to, i t andj[.
m - Make the strands now i of their original thickness.
n« Repeat stabs h, i, andj.
o a Make the strands^now £ of thair original thickness*
p 0 Repeat steps h* 1, an&j,.
q v Repeat steps h through £ except that you use the right
hand strands and twist t* the right,
r. Cut off the ends that stick out,
8, Get the Instructor’s approval,
8* Eye splice*
cu "Unlay* one and of the ropo as in a, b, and o in the
b. Make the loop the size of the eye needed plus the
length of the untwisted end,
c„ Put each of the untwisted strands between 8 of the
strands on tho standing part*
&• Havo none of the ends between the same Z strands of
the standing part*
g* Repeat h through jg as in the short splice.
10 .Long splice*
a. Count £0 turns book from the ends to bo splicedo
b ( Cut off one strand from each end at this point,
c. At half of this length, cut out the second strand
from each end*
d. Remove j* the thickness of this second strand for &
distance back about 1* from the end of it,
e. Make an overhand knot out of these 3 thin ends,
f« Row wrap the long end around ia the groove {.lay the
strand) left by the removed strand,
g. Repeat step d for the end of this strand and the
end that it meets,
h* Repeat step & for these £ ends.
i« Repeat step £ for the other long strand,
j* Pull all of the ends tight,
k, Teat the splice,
1* Trim the exposed tips.
Get the Instructor's approval.
’'
€
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SANBPAJEKRIm
Sandpaper dees not really moke things smooths It
merely puts the scratches* or tiny grooves * all in the same
direction and successively finer grits make the grooves
shallower and put them closer together to give the appearance
of smoothness „ So—
:
TRi* v 7Pn^*
1, Always rub the sandpaper in one direction •
'—usually, with the grain
»
. f
Z Q Use it around a sandpaper block whenever C i 4
possible «
'
e 0 This prevents a lot of waviness and f
changed shape on the part being
3„ Have the piece to be sanded clamped
a bench or in a visa.
a® Be sure that the wood is well
4<> Be careful to raise the sandpaper
as yen approach an edge so that yo-
will not round it over 0
5„ Use a medium coarse sandpaper to
start with*
a. #i is usually coarse enough 0
6 0 Use the nert finest gre.de and then
the next down to a #£/0 paper
*
a. Bo not skip grades of sandpaper
because it just makes the work
harder in the end.
protected on the other surfaces
and edges so that it will not
be marred by clamping or grit 8
b* might be used if the work
is rather rough.
7, Get the Instructor^ approval of the
final sanding.
oc
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SCRAPING - HANDSCRAF.ER
If at the ©nd of a strode there Is d . t
instead of shavings, then the scraper needs
sharpening
«
-s^SXSL
lc Clamp the scraper in a metalworker * s vise
with the edge horizontal
*
v
2 0 Draw file, (see the sheet - -"riling - '//
Drawfiling") the edge with a smoothcut^---%v
file, rounding the corne: 3 slight Ir,
3.
4.
5o
Co
7,
80
9 3
Remove the rough burr on the oil at on 3 s
First rubbing the surfaces against the
atone and then the edge until the burr
is removed*
Draw the edge of the scraper by holding
it flat on the bench and running the
burnisher along the surface three or
four times.
The next step is to run the burnish ur along
the edge of the scrapar to push the corners
outward o
Each of the next strokes turns the corner
a little further until the burnisher is at
an angle of about 85° with the face of the
acraper.
Hold the scraper to the wood so that it is
tigping away from you a.t an angle of about
Tour thumbs press against the side toward
you and your fingers arc on the other sldo*
Push away from yon with a long steady stroke
and lift it as you com© to the other end of
the piece of weed so that it doe3.n p t dig
in and make a long scar on the piece 0
.I.XX
*V? r p ,
k 'X, ;-•W
bi ir
fi *. S
//
.
7 ?
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SCREWDRIVER
The tin of the screwdriver should he almost
parallel sided and straight across the end*
In The screwdriver sa.eoted for a job should be
as long as possible to give the most povrerful
twist
»
should have a well shaped tip,
fit both the length and width of the pj
slot o
Z»
3 «
4.
5 C
a,
7.
8.
A hole the sis© cf the core of the screw should
be drilled into tho.v^od especially if the wood i
hard or the screws soft as brass screws are*
The acrow should then bo started into the hoi©
with a light hairier blow*
The properly selected : crew driver tip is then
placed into the slot and steadied with the thumb
and forefinger of the loft hand*
The palm of the right hand then, praises tightly
against the head of the screwdriver while the
thumb and forefinger grasp the handle firmly
down toward the blade *
A clockwise twist is given with tho right hand*
While the right hand shifts for a now grip, th©
tnumband forefinger of the left hand keep the
tip in the slot*
’When the going is hard or when small soft screws
are being used* soap on tho threads usually
prevent a lot of heads from twisting off.
—r
SHELLACING AND VARNISHING
I ITepare the surface*
lo Wait at least 24 hours after stein or filler (for
open grained woods) has boon applied
*
Bo Sand lightly with a 4/0 sandpaper to be sure the
surface is perfectly smoothed £
3 0 Dust off the surface very carefully to be sure no
dust is left*
II Plan which surface is goix>g to be done first, second s etc,
lo Reeae&aber that you must sot the article down to dry
so some part of it must be left unfinished to set on
or to be huag from,
2s It is usually best to do the most important surface
last and in the drying position,
a. Surfaces such as table tons should be dene and
left in a horizontal position to x>revent sags
in the finish,
III The first coat,
1, Pour only the amount into a small clean container
that you will need,
~~
a. The first coat is -j? shellac and J alcohol,
b a Mis: thorn together v/ith a clean, smooth stick,
2, Use a good clean brush of suitable size,
3 a Have the object between you and a good light,
4, Dip the brush into the shellac until about 1/3 the
length of the bristles are coverod.
a, Wipe the surplus ahellao off on the inside rim
of the container,
5o Brush onto the wood very rapidly and lightly,
a. Do not start on the edge because the shellac
will rub off of the brush and run down the sides
of the surface,
b„ Work toward the edge,
c* Work rapidly because it dries fast,
d * Do not go over portions already done—leave
places that were skipped for the next coat to do,
e„ Y»ork parallel to the grain v/henever possible,
f. On work done in a vertical position, start at the
top and work down,
go Clean your brush, wrap it up, and put it away,
6, Let the first coat remain at least 8 hours before
sanding it
,
a. Use 4/0 sandpaper,
b. Use a piece about 2" square held lightly v/ith the
fingertips,
c. Rub parallel to the grain.
.• •* ‘ ’
'
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d a Do only a 'small area at a time©
Wipo off the dust afterward- .
IV Repeat II, III for the second and third coats except*,
1. The seoond coat is Z parts shellao to 1 part alcohols
8, The third coat has only a little alcohol added,
a. The third aoat is rubbed with 5/0 sandpaper.
V The final oast is applied without adding eny extra alcohol*
1* Rub with 5/0 sandpaper dipped in linseed oil*
a. Get the Instructor’s approval-,
S e Dampen a piece of felt with linseed oil, eh&ke some
pumice onto it and rub the surface aa you did with
the sandpaper*
3« Wipe this off with some clean waste and got the
Instrustor ' s approval
•
4 a Rub with rotten stone and the oil dampened felt,
5. When the surface is smooth, get the Instructors
approval*
VI Rub on son© furniture wax or polish,
1, Follow the directions on the container*
Z P Repeat the waxing Of polishing occasionally after the
article is in your home.
.Varnishing
I Apply a coat of shellac,
1, Follow the instructions I through III for shellac,
II Follow the instructions IV through VI with the exception
of substituting varnl&h where it says shellac and turpentine
where it says alcohol .

scu;m UiG
1* If the soldering copper’s point is
dirty looking or pitted, take a piece
of abrasive cloth and rub each surfaoe
until it is bright*
a. Be careful not to round the
surfaces or arrisses„
2 C Heat the copper until it causes soldering^ /
paste to sputter when dipped into the
soldering paste can*
surfaces cf the eopp8r ? s point against it.
As the surfaces of the copper's point become
"timscd" with solder, wipe the surplus solder
off with your abrasive clothe
So Clean the surfaces to be soldered with ebr&si**
clothe
6 () Apply the proper flux for the . material being
soldered*
7* Heat the copper until it molts solder readily
a. Do not get the copper too hot or it
will have to bo "tinned" over again*
bo Vflien the flame turns a bright green it
is about hot enough.
8* Touch the tip of the copper to the solder an<
then rub to the surface to bo 30i&cred*
9<> As the smooth flow of solder across the surf*
thins, touch it to tho bar of soldor again t<
pick up a heavier coating
o
l
10 o Aa the copper seams to "stick" to the work, heat
it up again*
a* Always b3*ush the extra solder off of the
point with your abrasive cloth as you put
the copper into the furnace and brush off
the oxide that has accumulated from the
flame as you take it out*
3 a From the paste cun, put the copper immediately
against some solder and rotate all of the
^
a 0 Gee the sheet - "Fluxes and Solders",

When both surfaces of the work are "tinned”
place them together and hold together
a. "Tacking” means to stick
temporary spota of solder along
the seam to hold it while it is
being soldered*
13 o Run the edge cf the heated soldering
copper along the edge of the joints
between "tacks” until the two layers
of solder nelt together,,
14* Clean the soldered joint 8 if neca,;
with abrasive cloth or a plumber 11 a
scraper.
a. On a good (well done) job, this
with pliers or tongs *
IS « "Tack the seam together
won't be necessary,
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SQUARXH& STOCK
X c
2 *
Glaap fch© stock firmly to the "ben ah with the best
surface up* \v
a, Hare the grain running in the direction
indicated on the edge of the board*
be Keep the viao stop -A) low so that the
plane will not hit it (remember that the
plane will get closer to it with every stroke
Set the plane for a very fine shaving
*
so See' the Stanley Chart —"HOw to £ t the
Stanley Plane"*
b* Be sure the piano blade is kept very sharp,
c. If . the blade is dull, you will got dust
instead of a thin shaving*
d a Learn the proper way to sharpen it on the
oil stone — get the Instructor's demonstration,,
e* If the blade is nicked, you will need it
reground
.
3* Follow the sheet Planing" *
4* Test for flatness.
a. Bold the board between you and the light at a
level with your eyes*
b. Place a straight-edge across the surface
that you are testing in the positions shown
by the lines in the sketch.
o 9 Any place that light shows through under the
straight-edge means that there is a lor/ spot
at that point*
d, Mark the high places, plane them lightly, and
tent the board again
•
• » When no light shows beneath the straight-edge,
this surface is marked with a lightly penciled
"1",
f. Be sure to keep this surfaoe, and each other
surface, edge, or end, protected with something
soft from the sides of the vise or the grit on
the bench now that it has been planed smooth*
5* Clamp the beat edge up in a vise*
a. Bo sure that side #1 Is
protected from the vise*
b. Have the grain going in
the direction indicated*
6* Plan© this edge flat and square with surface #1*
a* Follow stops 3 and 4-a ?b f c, and d.
bo Test for squareness with surface
-jfl.
— —
• »
'
.
...
.
,
- -
'
02
0 o
d.
© 3
f.
h 0
Sight along the ©dgo that you are planing e
toward the light
«
HaTe the tn3ids of the try square blade resting
lightly upon the edge that you are planing
.
Hare the handle of the try square held tightly
against surface #1 and move it away from your
eye while keeping it firmly to the board.
Mark the high spots
lightly with pencil
Urea and remove them
as before.
Mark this edge #8
when it is straight
and square.
'Set the Instructor’s
approval
.
7» Plan® the best end, square with surface #1 and edge #2*
a. Follow the sheet —"Planing - Block Plane",
bo Test for squareness using edges #2 and #1 to place
the handle of the try square against,
c * Mark this end #3 when it is square both ways,
d. Get the Instructor's approvals
8. Plane the board to length.
a. Measure the length of the board
from end. #3.
bo Draw a line around the board at
the right length using your try
square
•
e » In drawing the light pencil line
along the top of the try square
blada, keep the handle of the
try square against, sides #1 and
#2 on!v c v/hy?
d s If thero is more than i ,r to plane to bring it to
length* use a crosscut saw and cut the beard to
within 1/15" of the right size,
©o Continue as in item 7.
9. Plane the board to width.
a. Measure the board from edge #8*
b. Continue as in item 6.
..
.
.
.
10* Plane the board to thickness,
a* Set a marking guage to the proper thickness*
b» Follow carefully tho Stanley Chart «-nKow to
use the Stanley Marking Guagew *
c t Plane as b©fcre«
do Test for squareness from #2 and #3 sides?
e* Get the Instructor's approval*
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STAINING
I Proper© the surface f
1. Go over it lightly with 5/0 sandpaper
„
2* Remove pencil marks, finger prints* dirt* glue,
toolmarlcs, etc.
3* Wipe off the duct,
II On stains other then oil stains •
lo Follow the directions on the container
»
2. Clean your brush thoroughly and wrap it up when
you are finished,
III Oil stains.
lo Application la usually made with a brush but oloth,
spray gun, or dipping methods may be used,
2m, The stain should be applied with the grain.
A. The exception to this is when you are using
a stained filler for open grained woods,
a. The stain is then applied across the
grain and wiped off with the grain,
3. It must be applied evenly and to the whole length
of tho surface with one stroke? ,
4s Corners and recesses should bo stained first*
5. B*a careful not to splatter unstained parts when
staining others *
d, '.Then staining ©nd grain, do a small section and
wipe it iimae&iatly so that the open end pores
will not absorb too much stain and thus become
too dark*
7. For surfaces and edges, wipe off the surplus stain
when these areas begin to look dull,
8. Allow at least 12 hours before continuing with
the finish,
IV Oil stain mixing.
1, Mix the required oil ground pigments to got the
color desired.
A, Use small amounts.
a. A gob of pigment the size of your
thunbna.il is enough to cover a drawing
board.
2. Tent tho color cn a piece of wood from the same
project, if possible,
A. Suggested liquids; Vehicle—turpentine,
binder—lineeed oil, dr*ter“-brown Japan,
a* Suggested proportions:
2 parts of turpentine
1 part of linseed oil
a few drops of brown Japan (about 10 per
.. ;
*
.
eaucerful of stain)
B 0 Add enough vehicle, binder, and drier to
the pigments to make the stain the
consistency of cream,
S e To make a stained paste filler, add enough 3ilex
to the above stain to make a paste 0
A* Rub this filler into the wood across the
grain to fill the pcrsso
B c Remove the surplus stained past© filler
*
when it takes on a dull appearance, by
rubbing a piece of burlap v-rith the grain,
V By staining the wood, putting a wash coat of shellac
over it, and then applying a stained paste filler of a
different color into the pores, a very unique effect ia
obtained.
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TJCB3HIES - CUTTING IMSWE CURVES
1. Layout the curves on the stocks
2* Cut many narrov; strips straight dovm to the
line of the curve on the vasts side of the line*
3s With the tip of the snips cut each of the strips
off as close tc the lira as possible without
cutting across it 0 By bending the strip up at
right angles to the piece to be kept f it Is
easier to got close to the lin© 0
4 a Clamp the pise© In a vise and drawfile
5, See the sheet —"Filing - Brawfill^ig"
r
a*;
TRANSFER IMG UCtNS ONTO METAL
Carbon paper*
a. Trace the design from the full sized drawing*
Accura oy in tracing is very necessary so do
not hurry.
b* Clean the surface of the metal to
be used with #00 irteelwool*
c* Cover the metal with white she©
polish
*
d, Place the sheet of carbon paper with
_
.
the coated side to the r.atal* •• '
'
v
^ r
e c Place the traced design on the carbon
paper, making sure that the design will/Vi
fit on the piece of metal,
f, Trace over the lines of the design
with a hard sharp pencil. Do not
allow the carbon paper or the me- r0/
to slip*
g« Remove the carbon paper when the
tracing is complete.
h* With a sharp scriber, trace each line
made by the carbon paper.
/?/twMI
Template method.
a» Place a full siz©c\ pattern or a template A
on a piece of metal • /)
b. Trace around the pattern,
3* Adhesion method,
a. Make a full sized drawing of the desired
design*
b. Apply e fairly heavy coat of shellac onto
the metal to bo used.
e. Place the tracing on the metal and smooth
out any wrinkles
•
d. Allow it to harden before cutting around
the drawing,
4, Paraffin method,
a. Melt some paraffin and brush it over the
surface of the piece of motel to be used,
b. When the wax has hardened
,
heat it slightly
and quickly apply a tracing of the desired
design,
c* Trace over the design with a pencil,
d. Peel the paper from the wax#
e. Go over the design, which has now been
transfered to the wax, with a sharp scribcr
hM
Tracis
W4*
V v
•
:
• *
WIRE SPLICES AND PLUGS
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1* Get out stock for practise wire splices,
a. Cut 6 pieces of insulated electric wire 5” long and
one piece of wire 6n long, Use the lineman *3 pliers,
too Remove 3j" of insulation from one end of every 3*
piece,
c. Get the Instructor 5 s demonstration,
fi. Remove 2W of insulation from the middle of the 6"
piece,
2 e Make a Western,
U
nion splice,
a* Use z'oFThFIF pieces,
bo With your hands t wind the splice as shown bslcw.
o, When 2 or more splices ar© placed adjacent to one
another they are staggered so there will lees short
circuit danger.
3 a Make a Pigtail eplice,
a. Use 2 of the 5n pieces,
b. With your hands
,
wind the splice a3 shown below.
r-
(
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4,0 Mak© a Double Branch Tap a/iiae.
a, Use 2 of the S* pieces and a G" piece*
b 4, With your hands , wind the splice as shown below.
5o The various coatings around the wire must bo replaced to
keep the spliced copper protected from the weather and to
keep the electricity In the wire*
a. Solder la applied to replace the tinning *
b, Rubber tape takes the place of the rubber insulation#
Co Friction tape takes the place of the fibre coating#
6, For practise t solder the pigtail splice,
a 0 Prepare the soldering copper by following the sheet —
"Soldering"
«
be Remember to put flux on the splice
»
Or Place the solder on the top of the splice and the
soldering copper beneath"^he splice and let the
solder run down through™
do G3t the Instructor’s approval.
7, Tape
a,
b.
the double branoh__ taj?j
Have'
a
tlr-ht , smooth job that tapers from the middle
toward the ends.
Got the Instructor’s approval.
8o Make an extension cord with a lamp socket on one end and an
attachment plug on the other, -
. ..
,
a. Run the cord through the plug and tie an Underwriters,
knot in the ends to remove the strain on the wiring
''
•
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b 3 Wrap the wire clockwise around the prongs » (Be sure
the wire is twisted good and tight so that there are
no straying strands «
7
o a Bemove only enough insulation to go around the
binding posts,
da Hook the wire clockwise around the binding posts
and tighten with a suitable screwdriver*
e, When yours look like the sample board, get the
Instructor’s approval.
9« Wire S other types of plugs*
a s Obtain them from the Stock Foreman,
'
CHAPTER III
VALUES OF AND USES FOR INSTRUCTION SHEETS
Values
Introduction .— Let’s open our final discussion with
a statement by Struck!/ that, even though most in-
struction in the practical arts is individualized, there
is much need for improved techniques for it." Struck goes
on to refer to Selvidge who points out that instruction
sheets are^/ " .... the most efficient and economical
system of individual Instruction yet devised."
In the previous two chapters of this paper, we
have attempted to give a representative sampling of the
instruction sheets needed in the first two years of a
secondary school's industrial-arts program and indicate
various of the improvements which have seemed necessary.
Worth .— The values to be found in using instruction
sheets are rather simply listed. They are universally
accepted as about the only efficient way of handling an
individualized course. Even men generally "cold" to the
use of sheets such as Friese^/ will admit that on the
17 F. Theodore Struck, Creative Teaching . John Wiley & Sons,
Inc. New York, 1938, p. 343.
2/ R.W. Selvidge, Individual Instruction Sheets . Manual
Arts Press, Peoria, Illinois, 1934, p.~5.
3/ John F. Friese, Exploring the Manual Arts . The Century
Company, New York, 1926, p. 29.
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beginning instructional levels they are invaluable. They
save teachers' time and pupils' time. They are better
organized than "teacher-telling. 1 ' Special activity guides
provide an excellent set of examples for teaching pupil-
planning. They assist in pupil participation in work
evaluation. These teaching aids handle much routine
teaching (especially when simply written and well illustrated)
so that the real teaching can be done just where it is needed.
Their use allows pupils to progress at many rates of speed
and ability. They provide readily accessible information.
Instruction sheets are also as easy to administer as they
are for the pupils to use. Finally, they are both economical
and adaptable.
We may summarize the value of sheets by saying that
they are the best teaching aid to aid even the best teachers
in doing their best teaching.
Uses
Although most authors in the field of industrial-arts
talk about instruction sheets, and Hague and Tustison have
both published a set for unit shops, Selvidge has been
about the only person to give these special activity guides
a thorough discussion through his previously referred to
text. Since his book is quite old, it should be studied
with the statements of this paper in mind.
Past methods of disseminating: instruction .-- In days
**
.
.
,
.
>
t
.
.
.
£
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past, it was common to have the pupils copy the steps for
doing a particular operation into notebooks. The steps
may have been written on the blackboard or, more likely,
given orally. They may or may not have been accompanied
by demonstrations. As the instruction became better
organized, the lists of steps were either posted on the
bulletin board as part of the complete Job outline (which
meant copying the instructions over and over for each
change in basic projects, which, in turn, meant less
chance that the program would be kept in constant revision)
,
or the sheets were combined into either booklet or book form.
Present day uses .— Modern procedures vary somewhat
in their use of instruction sheets.
Some instructors use the sheets only to allow the
“cream of the crop" to get further ahead. Others use them
only for remedial work with the slow (an excellent use especi-
ally when adapted to the advanced program.) Some try to sub-
stitute the sheets for teaching. Still others use the special
activity guides as a supplement to the traditional type of
shop program. Another limited use for them is to have pupils
start immediately to plan their own work with the teacher-
planned or purchased samples as guides.
In the better school shops of the future and a rare
few of the present, we are liable to find either bins or,
better still, files containing a good assortment of these
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sheets which are an integral part of the planned course.
They will be neither built around the course, nor will
the course be built around them; they will be a part of it.
The example .— A typical setup (from which there can
be many variations) may be as follows. During the "basic
skills" period the pupils will all be rotated through the
same areas of instruction (usually general metals, including
electricity, general woods, drawing, home mechanics, and
printing, where the equipment is available.)
The objectives in each unit are determined, and
several projects or groups of projects which will meet the
objectives are selected. From these, with the elements of
time, cost, teachability, simplicity, and age-level interest
in mind, the basic projects are selected. The pupils should
have a choice of at least two projects of equal difficulty
to meet the objectives in each of the first two or three
years the course is in operation. Thereafter, the instructor
should try to keep three interesting equivalent projects in
each area. Wider choice ranges for beginners are rarely
practical. To supplement the basic projects, two or three
simple "flashy-looking" projects from the plastics, leather,
artmetal, carving, or other craft fields should be prepared
to use as incentives for the faster workers.
For each of the upper level areas where pupils have a
more or less free choice of projects, at least one basic
project or group of projects should be outlined as
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prerequisite to assist the hoys and girls in planning
their own work.
The job of outlining the required projects would be
tremendous if it was necessary to list every step for the
construction of every project. Fortunately, that isn't
necessary. Since the basic operations will be the same
on each equivalent project and since many operations are
inevitably repeated on successive processes and projects,
it is only needful to refer the pupils to instruction sheets
in the files that will cover the basic methods.
Not only can much duplication of effort and time be
avoided, but it is simple to make either teacher or pupil
changes in style and design without change in the basic
sheets. The value of this in keeping the program from
becoming "stale" is quite obvious.
Check .— Notice in the job outline which concludes
this paper the eight places where the instructor antici-
pates the needs which referral to special activity guides
would help fill. Note also how the basic instruction
sheet may be used in part or modified to meet a particular
situation without the necessity of rewriting. Finally,
observe the several checking levels which keep the pupils
from getting too deeply into trouble without the instructor's
knowledge but which are not so minutely spaced as to cause
the pupil to be too dependent upon the teacher.
With this, let us turn the page to the sample job outline.
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Sample Job Outline
GLASS SHELF
I. Make the drawing.
A. Duplicate the sample drawing as accurately as
possible.
B. Get the Instructor's approval.
II. Get out the stock for the brackets.
A. Obtain it from the scrap box if possible.
B. Layout the length to be cut on the stock.
1. Use a scriber and a square.
2. See the drawing for the length.
3. Get the Instructor's approval of the layout.
C. Cut the stock to length.
Use a cold chisel.
Follow the sheet — "Cold Chisel."
D. Lay out the width the stock is to be cut.
1. See the drawing for the width.
2. Use a guage and mark both sides (four lines
in all.)
a. See the drawing for the dimensions and
material of which to make the guage.
b. Use a scriber, combination square, and
tinsnips with which to make the guage.
c. Get the Instructor's approval of the
guage.
d. Get the Instructor's approval of the
guage lines.
E. Cut down the stock between the lines.
1. Be very careful not to cut near the lines
drawn.
2. Be sure that your name is on each piece.
F. File to the lines.
1. Follow the sheet — "Filing."
Be very careful to keep to the waste
side of the line.
2. Test the straightness with the combination
square.
G. Get the Instructor's approval.
III. Shape the ends of the pieces.
P ' A. Use the anvil and a setting hammer to do the
Straight-peeming and a mallet to make the curves
in the ends.
(\
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1. Follow the sheet — "Flaring the Ends of
Band Steel."
2. See the drawing.
B. Get the Instructor's approval,
IV, Form the large curves.
A. Use a bending fork or a bending jig.
Follow the sheet — "Bending Metal.
"
(item 6)
B. Get the Instructor's approval.
V. Get out the glass for the shelf.
A. Cut out a shall piece for practice, first.
1. Follow the sheet — "Glass Cutting."
2. Get the glass cutter from the Stock Foreman
and return it to him when you are through
using it.
B. See the drawing for the size.
C. Show your layout on the glass to the Instructor
before cutting.
D. Get the Instructor's approval on the glass that is
broken to the right size.
E. Make out your cost sheet.
VI. Chamfer the upper edges of the shelf.
A. Use the scythe stone.
Keep it well lubricated with water.
B. Keep the edge of the glass right at the edge of
the bench.
Why?
C. Get the Instructor's demonstration.
D. Get the Instructor's approval.
VII. Drill the holes in the glass.
A. Follow the sheet — "Glass Drilling."
B. Get the Instructor's approval.
VIII. Locate the holes on the brackets.
A. For the location of the upper holes, mark through
those drilled in the glass.
B. For the lower holes, see the drawing.
C. Get the Instructor's approval.
IX. Drill the holes in the brackets.
A. Get the tap-drill size for the upper holes from
the drawing and the chart.
Check with the Instructor before drilling.
B. Get the drill size for the lower holes from the
drawing.
C. Follow the sheet — "Drilling-Handdrill.
"

X. Countersink the lower holes.
A. Use a large sized twist drill.
B. See the d.rawing.
XI. Tap the upper holes.
A. See the drawing for the tap size.
B. Follow the sheet — “Cutting Threads.”
XII. Apply the finish to the braces.
A. Get the Instructor’s demonstration.
B. Get the Instructor's approval.
XIII. Assemble.
XIV. Get the Instructor's approval on the finished job.
Have your cost and progress sheets fully
made out.
»


